For Immediate Release

Viking Welcomes Utility Air to Expanding Series 400 Twin Otter Global Sales
Network Representing Australasia
Victoria, British Columbia, January 23rd, 2015: Viking Air Limited of Victoria, British Columbia, has
added Utility Air of Sydney, Australia to the expanding network of sales representatives for the Viking
Twin Otter Series 400, covering the Australasia region including Australia, New Zealand, Papua New
Guinea, and surrounding islands.
Under the direction of Stephen Pembro, founder and Managing Director, Utility Air has become
renowned for offering rugged utility aircraft that have become essential to service the large expanses
and remote locations prevalent across the Pacific Region. Focusing a fine-tuned core competency
towards this unique market segment, Utility Air is ideally suited to represent the Viking Twin Otter Series
400 as the epitome of versatile work-horse aircraft available for operation throughout the South Pacific.
“I am proud that Utility Air has been chosen by Viking to distribute the Twin Otter Series 400 in the Pacific,
and intend to work tirelessly to deliver results to the broad target market in the region,” said Stephen
Pembro, Managing Director of Utility Air. He added, “The Twin Otter is an iconic aircraft that has served
this territory well in its pervious iterations, and with the state-of-the-art flight deck and factory options
available in the new Viking Series 400, the Twin Otter will continue to be a logical choice for many
applications in the region.”
About Utility Air:

Operating from corporate headquarters in Sydney, Australia, Utility Air provides unparalleled turn-key
aviation solutions throughout the Pacific region, including aircraft brokerage, sales, and acquisitions for
both new and pre-owned aircraft. Specializing in utility work-horse aircraft, Utility Air is the exclusive
distributor for the Viking Twin Otter Series 400 aircraft in the South Pacific.
About Viking:

The Series 400 Twin Otter is the best-selling next generation turbo-prop aircraft in its class, with Viking
aircraft sold and delivered to 26 countries worldwide. Viking provides OEM support for the global fleet
of de Havilland legacy aircraft (DHC-1 through DHC-7) and forms part of Westerkirk Capital Inc, a
Canadian private investment firm with substantial holdings in the hospitality, aviation, and real estate
sectors.
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